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UNIFORMS 
 

All clubs will register a uniform for approval by Council. 
 All team members must be in the approved uniform for all matches. AMD 

22/2/18 
 Socks that are visible must be worn at all times. 
 Black sports/boy-leg briefs must be worn unless a body suit is registered. 

They must not show below the skirt/dress. AMD 2/2/12 
 Leg coverings – full length leggings, track pants or tights in the registered 

colour may be worn. (No compression wear) AMD 28/5/15 
 Tops will be allowed to be untucked, but must have two thirds (2/3) of skirts 

showing. AMD 29/5/03 
 Any or all players in a team may wear a tracksuit top (NO hood) and/or 

bottom for all or part of any game, provided it conforms to that registered 
by their club. It is to be an acceptable registered tracksuit and must be a 
combination of the registered Club colours and must not change the overall 
appearance of the team. If track pants/leggings are worn, female players 
must still wear their skirt/dress over them. AMD 28/5/15 

 Same style shorts are to be the same colour as skirts/dresses on the team; 
(Long loose basketball type shorts or similar are required) Cargo shorts, skin 
tight stretch shorts and open pocket shorts are not permitted. Taping or 
stapling of pockets is not acceptable, including the first three weeks of the 
season.  
If shorts are worn tops are to be the same for the whole team. If the other 
team members are wearing a dress, the top must be in the same pattern as 
the dress. (If dresses are the registered uniform, the colour of the shorts 
must also be registered)  AMD 22/2/18 

 Sports gloves can be worn; however nails will be checked as per the rules. 
 NEW 30/8/07 

 Cultural Headwear- Netta & Primary Divisions – Headwear must be in the 
same colour as the club uniforms and must not be secured with any 
pins/sharp objects. 

  Competitive grades (Junior, Sub-Junior, Sub-Primary) – For safety reasons 
Capsters must be worn in these divisions. Headwear must be in the same 
colour as club uniforms. NEW 27/4/17 

 Hair must be suitably tied back. NEW 25/2/16 
 Uniform bibs are required as part of the uniform. 
 Attachment to uniforms cannot be by way of any type of pins. 
 A medical alert bracelet can be worn but it must be covered. (A sweat band 

can be used to cover it) NEW 31/7/08  
 No jewellery including taped studs are permitted. 
 Surgical implanted jewellery is permitted provided the player signs a waiver. 

If the player is under 18 years of age a waiver must be signed by a parent or 
legal guardian. (The jewellery must be covered with tape) NEW 29/5/03 

 Bangles - A cultural bangle (with consents completed by EDNA Executive) may 
be worn as far up the arm as it will go and then neatly taped with adhesive 
first aid tape. NEW 27/4/17 

 All teams will be given three weeks grace to obtain correct uniform. All 
teams must be in correct uniform on the date of their fourth match of the 
season, and for every match thereafter. NEW 2/2/12 
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 A player whose uniform is not available for any of those three matches 
must play these matches in suitable playing uniform and correct footwear. 
NEW 2/2/12 

 Umpires have the power to remove any player from court that does not 
comply with the above dress rules until he/she does comply. 

 
 


